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Abstract — This paper demonstrates the significance of
histogram processing of an image particu larly the
histogram equalization (HE). It is one of the widely used
image enhancement technique. It has become a popular
technique for contrast enhancement because the method
is simple and effect ive. The basic idea of HE is to re-map
the gray levels of an image. Here we propose two
different techniques of Histogram Equalizat ion namely,
the global HE and local HE. The Histogram Equalization
has been performed in the MATLA B environ ment. The
merits and demerits of both techniques of Histogram
Equalization have also been discussed. It is seen after
exhaustive experimentation on a nu mber of sample
images that the proposed image enhancement techniques
can be considered as an imp rovement over the inbuilt
MATLAB function histeq.
Index Terms — Image processing, Histogram
Equalization, Contrast Enhancement, global equalizat ion,
local equalization

I.

INT RODUCTION

Dig ital image processing is an important area of
research today and it encompasses two major application
areas of interest namely, improvement of pictorial
informat ion in an image for human interpretation, and
processing of scene data for autonomous machine
perception. Image enhancement is among the simp lest
and most appealing areas of dig ital image processing.
Basically, the idea behind enhancement techniques [1] is
to bring out detail that is obscured, or simp ly to h ighlight
certain features of interest in an image. Many t imes it is
needed to process the image in order to remove noises
which are inadvertently introduced in the image. It may
be caused by the sensor and circuitry of a scanner or
digital camera. Image noise can also originate fro m film
grain and from unavoidable shot noise of an ideal photon
detector. Image noise is an undesirable by-product of
image capturing that adds spurious and extraneous
informat ion. High levels of noise are almost always
undesirable, but there are cases when a certain amount of
noise is useful, for example, to prevent discretized
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artifacts (color banding or posterizat ion). Even
sometimes noise also increases acutance (apparent
sharpness). Noise purposely added in an image is called
dither, wherein it improves the image perceptually,
though it degrades the signal-to-noise ratio.
It is important to keep in mind that enhancement is a
very subjective area of image processing. Image
enhancement can be carried out in t wo do mains-spatial
domain and frequency domain. Histogram and its
equalization is a spatial domain or pixel do main
processing wherein some manipulation is carried out in
the image pixels in order to have enhanced image. In
general, a histogram is the estimat ion of the probability
distribution of a particular type of data. An image
histogram is a type of histogram wh ich offers a graphical
representation of the tonal distribution of the gray values
in a digital image. For an 8-bit grayscale image there are
256 different possible intensities, and so the histogram
will graphically display 256 nu mbers showing the
distribution of pixels amongst those grayscale values. By
viewing the image histogram, we can analyze the
frequency of appearance of the different gray levels
(intensities) contained in the image. The histogram that
shows only a fraction of the total range of gray levels in
the image then the image has lo w contrast. Each color
level (gray value) is represented as a point on x-axis and
on y-axis is the number instance of a colo r level repeats
in the image. Histogram may be viewed with Matlab
imhist command. So metimes all the important
informat ion in an image lies only in a small region of
colors, hence it is usually difficult to ext ract information
fro m that image. There co mes the need for histogram
equalization. A good histogram is that which covers all
the possible values in the gray scale used. This type of
histogram suggests that the image has good contrast and
that details in the image may be observed more easily.
A.

Histogram Equalization (HE)
Various enhancement schemes are used for enhancing
an image wh ich includes gray scale manipulation with
different transformat ion operators (such as arithmet ic and
logic operators), filtering and Histogram Equalization
(HE) [2,3,4,5,6]. Histogram equalizat ion is one of the
well known image enhancement techniques. It became a
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popular technique for contrast enhancement because this
method is simple and effective. In the latter case,
preserving the input brightness of the image is required to
avoid the generation of non-existing artifacts in the
output image. The basic idea of HE method is to re-map
the gray levels of an image. HE tends to introduce some
annoying artifacts and unnatural enhancement. Fig. 1
shows the image and its histogram and how the
transformation by HE results in enhanced image.

(a)
(b)
Figure 1. (a) Original image and its histogram (b) Enhanced
image and equalized histogram

B.

Adaptive Histogram Equalization

This is an extension to traditional histogram
equalization technique. It enhances the contrast of images
by transforming the values in the intensity image I.
Unlike histeq, it operates on small data regions (tiles),
rather than the entire image. Each tile's contrast is
enhanced, so that the histogram of the output region
approximately matches the specified histogram. The
neighboring tiles are then combined using bilinear
interpolation in order to eliminate artificially induced
boundaries. The contrast, especially in ho mogeneous
areas, can be limited in order to avoid amplify ing the
noise which might be present in the image.
The degree of discernible details or resolution of an
image depends on two main parameters. First, it is the
number of samples in each dimension and second, is the
number of intensity levels. Larger the number of these
parameters closer the digital image approximates the real
world image. However, the process of developing
measures of image fidelity is subjective and application
dependent.
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C. Histogram Equalization Techniques
There are a nu mber of different types of histogram
equalization algorith ms, such as cumulative histogram
equalization,
normalized
cu mulat ive
histogram
equalization, and localized equalizat ion. A detailed list of
histogram equalization techniques and their advantages
and disadvantages are exp lained in [7]. Histogram
expansion is a simp le technique that enhances the
contrast levels of an image. But it has the disadvantage
that if there are gray values that are physically far apart
fro m each other in the image then this method fails.
LAHE offers an excellent image enhancement technique
in terms of contrast level but has the disadvantage that it
is computationally very slow and requires a high number
of operations per pixel. Par sectioning on the other hand
is easy to imp lement and better suits in hardware level,
whereas, odd sectioning offers a good image contrast but
has problems with histograms which cover almost the full
gray scale.
Image histogram and histogram equalization find
applications not only in image enhancement but also in
other higher level processing such as in thresholding,
adaptive thresholding [7], image segmentation [8] and
super-resolution, image quality and image restoration. A
histogram based thresholding approach might be to create
a histogram of the image pixel intensities and use the
valley point as the threshold. The histogram approach
assumes that there is some average values for both the
background and object pixels, but that the actual pixel
values have some variation around these average values.
The paper is organized as follows. Sect ion II illustrates
the proposed algorithms for the global histogram
equalization
and
local histogram equalization
respectively and techniques behind such processing. In
section III we present our observation on the results of
exhaustive experimentation of the proposed techniques
on some samp le images and finally section IV concludes
the paper.

II. PROPOSED A LGORITHMS
The Image Enhancement specifically the contrast
enhancement [6] using Histogram Equalization
techniques that have been proposed here are- Global
Histogram
Equalization
and
Local
Histogram
Equalization. The algorith ms and flo wcharts of which are
discussed in the following subsections. These are
implemented using MATLAB scripting.
A. Global Histogram Equalization
The following flo wchart in Fig. 2 depicts the different
steps that were followed during the Global Histogram
Equalization.
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The pixels in the original image are rep laced by
the new CDF values which depend on the value
of the CDF of the middle element.
Img(i,j)=round(cdf(ele)/(M*N)*255)
The histogram of the equalized image is obtained.
Histograms of new and orig inal images are
compared.
Print the graphic results.

Figure 2. Flow-chart showing Global Histogram Equalization
Technique

Consider a discrete grayscale image{x} and let ni be the
number of occurrences of gray level i. The probability of
an occurrence of a pixel o f level in the image is
p x(i) = p(x=i) = n i /n, 0≤i<L

(1)

L being the total number of gray levels in the image, n
being the total number of pixels in the image, and
p x(i)being in fact the image's histogram for p ixel value i,
normalized to [0,1]. The cumulat ive distribution function
is defined corresponding to px as
cdfx(i)=

(2)

Where p is a function of x, which is also the image's
accumulated normalized histogram. We would like to
create a transformation of the form y = T(x) to produce a
new image {y}, such that its CDF will be linearized
across the value range, i.e. cdfx(i) = iK for some constant
K. The properties of the CDF allo w us to perform such a
transform. It is defined as
y= T(x) = cdfx(x)

(3)

We notice that the T maps the levels into the range
[0,1]. In order to map the values back into their original
range, the fo llo wing simple transformation needs to be
applied on the result
y’= y.{max{x}-min{x}}+ min{x}

(4)

B. Local Histogram Equalization
The flo wchart as shown Fig. 3 depicts the algorithmic
steps that have been implemented in the proposed
approach for local histogram equalization and are
described as follows.
• The input image is loaded and the histogram
obtained by using the function imhist [10].
• A window of our own chosen size is initialized.
• CDF values for the pixels in the image are
computed.
• The middle values for each window is co mputed
and the CDF value calcu lated.
Copyright © 2013 M ECS

Figure 3. Flow-chart showing the proposed algorithm on local
histogram equ alization

III.

OBSERVAT IONS AND RESULT S

In this work we have chosen three different types of
images. Each image has its own characteristic features
and differs fro m each other in terms of their detail,
contrast levels, backg round and the amount of noise. Fig.
4 (a) shows the image o f Monalisa. The Matlab equalized
image and the proposed global and local histogram
equalized images are shown in Fig. 4 (b), (c) and (d)
respectively. The orig inal black & white image of
Monalisa is a dark image but a very clear distinction
between the high and lo w contrast areas of the image is
observed. MATLA B equalized and the Histogram
equalized image imp lementing the proposed algorithm,
clearly enhance the quality of image in terms of the
contrast. The Histogram of Monalisa image is shown in
Fig. 7 has a very constricted nature of intensity
distribution. Both the MATLAB equalized and the
histogram equalized (global) image show a d istributed
intensity distribution thus bringing out more detail in the
equalized image. The local equalized image is definitely
poorer in quality than the global equalizat ion. The
boundary is brighter (higher CDF) and hence we observe
that local neighbourhood based equalization does not
work well when there is a clear distinction between
object and its background.
The image of Fig. 5 (a) is a cross section of the human
heart showing the aorta (largest artery) by a big grey
sphere in the original image and the h istogram o f it is
shown in Fig. 8. Here, we observe that the contrast
distribution is not uniform and we cannot categorize the
image into a bright foreground and a dark background.
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The MATLA B equalized image has brighter contrast
but the various parts in the cross section cannot be easily
distinguished. The proposed algorithms using both global
and local equalizat ion clearly show the different contrast
regions and most importantly the different parts within
the cross section are mo re clearly visib le. In fact the local
histogram method scores above the global histogram
technique in this particular medical image. It is able to
clearly distinguish the different parts within the crosssection irrespective of the details outside the boundaries.
The different contrast gradients in the image have been
easily expressed. This may help doctors to diagnose
whether any problem exists in the artery. Thus the
proposed algorithm scores above the MATLAB
equalization technique.

In case of satellite image of Fig. 6, both the MATLAB
equalized image and the g lobal h istogram equalized
image are better contrast images than the original low
contrast image obtained from the satellite. The equalized
image (global HE) d iffers fro m the MATLA B equalized
image in the regions in the lower left of the landscape as
it brings out better contrast level than the MATLAB
image. On the other hand, locally equalized image
exposes much more details than the global histogram
equalized image. The image has exposed details like trees
and fields in the right half of the image. A lso the intensity
distribution is higher at the edges as expected and hence
the gray levels of the boundary pixels have been overamp lified. Fig. 9 shows the image histograms of satellite
captured image.

Figure 4. (a) image of M onalisa, Images, (b to d) are the images after M atlab, global HE, local HE

Figure 5. (a) cross-section of human heart, (b to d) are the images after M atlab, globa l HE and local HE

Figure 6. (a) Satellite captured Image, (b to d) are images after M atlab, global HE and local HE
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Figure 7: Image histograms of M onalisa
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Figure 8: Image histograms of cross-sectional view human heart
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Figure. 9: Image histograms of satellite captured image
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IV.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have seen the usefulness of histogram
processing of digital images and proposed two algorith ms
for histogram equalizat ion namely, the global and local
HE. We have also observed the effectiveness of the
proposed techniques by applying on three different sets
of images. It is clear fro m the results that for simple
images with lesser contrast levels and backgrounds,
global histogram give better results whereas when the
image is co mplex with d ifferent contrast levels and
backgrounds the local histogram equalization works well
and produces good results. However, it must be kept in
mind that when fast computation is required then one
must go for global HE, whereas local HE takes more
computational time and requires mo re memory but
capable of enhancing the local details and informat ion in
an image with mu ltiple contrast levels.
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